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When I started this project to write an account of Jamaica?s Reggae Heritage, I first wrote a
preface, I now suggest you once again turn to this preface and read it one more time. A little
slower, this time, before you continue to read any further. After the book was completed
during February 2003, I was shocked to have read a part of a book that was being sold on the
market by a Jamaican writer. I will quote a part of that book as I have read it where the word
Sebastian was repeatedly spell wrong. The next two paragraphs are from this mistake of a
book. As the only survivor of that early period, Clement Coxsone Dodd is often said to have
invented the sound system concept. But according to the late Count Matchukie, the first real
Dance-hall sound system was Tom The Great Sebastian, the ?nom de record? of the Chinese
hardware merchant Thomas Wong: ?There were other sets playing about the place, but Tom
was the first sound with an amplifier properly balanced for the Dance-hall. Tom The Great
Sebastian started getting competition from Sir Coxsone Downbeat, Duke Reid ?The Trojan,?
and Lloyd (The Matador) Daley. Tom was turned off by the violent rivalry among systems
downtown and opened The Silver Slipper Club at Cross Roads. One night he committed
suicide by gassing himself in his car, supposedly over financial troubles. Shortly after the
Silver Slipper Club burnt to the ground? [End of excerpt from a bad mistake of a book] Tom
(The Great) Sebastian did not own The Silver Slipper Club. Mr. Ho, who also ran the Esquire
Restaurant on the same premises that now is called Silver Slipper Plaza, owned the club. He
employed Tom on a gate percentage basis. The club did not burn to the ground, but was closed
to make way for the Silver Slipper Plaza. Finally, Tom did not commit suicide over financial
troubles, but over domestic problems. There are a large number of people who would like to
associate themselves with the early history of Jamaicas music industry. They believe that you
had to be standing on the corner of Luke Lane and Charles Street in downtown Kingston.
Listening and sometimes dance to the sound of Tom The Great Sebastian (Sound System)
Most of these so-called want-to-be were not old enough to realize what was happening
concerning the new rising sound systems. I was under parent control at that time and will not
lie to prove that I was there at the beginning. I was a part of the early building of Jamaicas
Music Heritage, I contributed much more than most of these want- to- bes. I lived it then, not
later. I was always a disc jockey, starting with my mothers RCA (His Master?s Voice) table
model gramophone. When I started high school I realize my dreams when I was introduced to
Mr. Thomas Wong (Tom The Great Sebastian) and was taught the finer points of being a
Sound system disc jockey. The lesson I retained the most was, as he told me. You should not
let the dance crowd lead you, you have to be the leader, what you play is what they have to
enjoy I was the third Disc Jockey for the Great Sebastian Sound System and remained with
Tom (The Great Sebastian),playing at the Silver Slipper Club, Bournemouth Beach Club and
many places where we always performed to pack dance halls. During this period, I met many
Record producers, Artists and other Sound system operators. It was after Mr. Thomas Wong
(Tom The Great Sebastian) untimely death that I decided to go it alone as a disc jockey. The
Silver Slipper Club closed to make way for the Silver Plaza, during the late 1960s. I continued
to operate The Great Sebastian Sound System with the help of Mr. Thomas Wongs son. The
Great Sebastian Sound System played at the following nightclubs, The Blue Mist, Champion
House, The Baby Grand, Johnson?s Drive Inn and a number of other dance halls throughout
Kingston and the countryside. The Great Sebastian sound system ended when Mr. Thomas
Wong?s son decided to close the Sound system business.
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music blew up with a bang to the resistance movement against imperialism Claude
Levi-Strauss1 firmly defended the idea that music prevails upon the core of It is an attempt
for the survival of African culture and an upfront anti-slavery, for self-recognition,
socio-economic upliftment and political determination.
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